THE TAMBOR BREWERY
REPEATABLE UNIQUENESS
The origins of brewing beer in Dvůr Králové nad Labem date back to the 13th century.
The burghers who owned the brewing rights built the ultimate new-time brewery in
1850. The last batch of beer was brewed there on 28 February 1979. Brewing of beer in this city was renewed
precisely 30 years later: the brew house was consecrated and the first batch of beer in the new brewery was brewed on 28 February 2009. The idea
of brewing beer was also ignited by the reemergence of a high-quality source of water in
Králův Dvůr. This water, which comes from
a 130-meter-deep well, has the parameters of
water suitable for new-born babies, and had
to be handled with proper respect. This is what
happened, and the new family brewery carried
on the brewing tradition in Dvůr Králové nad
Labem and launched its production of excellent
beer using this water. Thus the brewery brought to
the market a traditional local beer with a new original name of “TAMBOR.” The high quality of the beer
is given – along with the natural water – by selected Moravian malts and excellent Saaz hops. These ingredients and bottom fermentation give
Tambor beer its characteristic, full, and delicately bitter flavour.
The brewery’s portfolio includes 10° Plato draught beer, 11° Plato pale lager and
12° Plato pale lager “R. A. DVORSKY”, 13° Plato dark special, 14° Plato semi-dark
“Klazar” special, and “Abstinent” non-alcoholic beers. Along with the regular products, you can also purchase 0.75 litre special gift bottles with ceramic clip-on caps and
special labels designed specifically for breweriana collectors and beer connoisseurs.
The high quality of “Tambor” beer has been recognized through numerous awards. The
11° Plato lager won the gold medal at the Saaz Beer Harvest Festival twice, in 2009 and
2011, and ranks permanently among the top-class Czech beers. The brewery also won
two significant prizes in 2001: the High Quality Certificate, and
the Krkonoše Regional Product brand. This means that
the product has undergone a strict process of certification, its production is environment-friendly, it has
a close relation to the region, and was made in
high quality using a traditional recipe. The Tambor Brewery is one of seven breweries in the
Czech Republic that can offer a kosher beer.
“We hope our unique beer will become
your favourite beer!“
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